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K-12 SAFETY AND WELL-BEING SOLUTIONS

Set a course for zero incidents.


Navigate360 provides easy-to-use technology, comprehensive training, and expert guidance to help you build your safe school now.


  Get Started
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Take a layered, holistic approach to school safety.


And create the conditions for success.
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CHARACTER & CULTURE

A sense of well-being.


Build and nurture a positive culture school-wide, and turn troubling behavior and necessary discipline into lasting learning.
Discover a full suite of Character & Culture solutions [image: ]





DETECTION & PREVENTION


A helping hand.


Implement the protocols and procedures that prevent harm, stop bullying, and address emerging threats and violence.
Discover a full suite of Detection & Prevention solutions[image: ]
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DETECTION & PREVENTION


A helping hand.


Implement the protocols and procedures that prevent harm, stop bullying, and address emerging threats and violence.
Discover a full suite of Detection & Prevention solutions[image: ]
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PREPARATION & RESPONSE


A readiness to act.


Create proven programs to prepare for, respond to, and recover from incidents and emergencies.
Discover a full suite of Preparation & Response solutions[image: ]





“With Navigate360, I can make sure the Tipton County School District is doing everything in our power to uphold our mission of providing safety as the foundation to a successful learning environment.”


 [image: profile testimonial]
Glenn Turner
Tipton County School District





Students who feel safe and supported are better prepared to reach their potential.


Read The Ultimate Guide to School Safety & Student Success in K-12 Schools to learn how you can achieve both goals with Navigate360 as your partner.


 DOWNLOAD NOW

 [image: The Ultimate Guide to School Safety & Student Success]



Navigate360 leads across the nation.


Navigate360 offers a complete suite of integrated school safety solutions and on-going support tailored to meet the specific needs of individuals, institutions, and communities.







public safety agencies use Navigate360 safety training






schools trust Navigate360 solutions to improve safety






individuals are prepared with Navigate360 threat response options





LEGISLATION, MANDATES & FUNDING


State by state


Get the facts about school safety mandates and funding in your state—and how Navigate360 can guide you to compliance.


 LEARN MORE



Who We Serve


A safe and secure environment gives all of us the freedom to thrive, personally and professionally.


Learn how what we do will work for you.
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 Stay up-to-date on the latest in modern safety trends.
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Just Launched: New Safety & Security Suite
Navigate360’s Safety & Security Suite integrates state-of-the-art Visitor, Volunteer and Emergency Management systems with Alyssa’s Law-compliant panic buttons, ensuring real-time, whole-campus oversight and accountability, as well as improving communication pathways between first responders, school staff, students and families, including reunification during a crisis.



Learn More
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